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This two-volume work provides a par-
ticularly comprehensive account of the
development of kinetic theory and
statistical mechanics up to the beginning
of the 20th century.

The author's historical researches have
gone far beyond any other books on the
subject, filling in many more details and
putting the history of kinetic theory in the
context of 19th century scientific and
intellectual history. In the course of
detailed examination of the sources, both
published and unpublished, the author has
been able to throw much new light on the
dynamics of scientific change, and to
refute some generally accepted ideas
about historical events. In one section of
the work, he demonstrates the use of a
kind of historical document which has
rarely, if ever, been exploited by
historians of science, namely, referee's
reports.

The work is primarily directed towards
physicists, but as it is not only concerned
with technical aspects of the history of
physics but also deals with cultural and
philosophical connections, it will appeal to
historians of science, and the discussion of
Mach's attitude towards atoms will no
doubt interest philosophers. Book 2 is
completed by an unusually comprehensive
bibliography.
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"... A beautifully written introductory survey of the
place of the kinetic theory in the history of physics,
and a detailed bibliographic survey of primary sources
have been added to produce a staggeringly complete
and lucid picture of the entire subject..."
"... This work is to be thoroughly recommended. It
deals not only with the technical aspects of the
history of an important area of physics but also shows
the important connections it has with philosophy and
culture. It deserves to sell well..." Physics Bulletin

"... In these and other examples, Brush does a great
service to the history of science by emphasizing the
confused state of developing concepts in physics..."

Science
"... No-one will read Dr. Brush's account without
having his horizons widened and his detailed know-
ledge of the history of the subject immeasurably
inceased..." Nature
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